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Comments

beniesixx98 • 2 points • 17 May, 2020 03:45 AM 

Like its bad all around , and I'm a feminist . Like I wouldn't want my fiancé to wear that near any of my young
male cousins or my brother. The future should be for everyone , not just women .

mellainadiba[S] • 1 point • 17 May, 2020 03:56 AM 

Feminism is in a mess right now, it went from the girl power feminism which I could get on board with to
this opression olympics/ grievance/ victimhood feminism... but with this weird mix of women are wonderful
effect and female supremacy.

Anyway, lol if your a feminist then this isn't the most constructive place to be cos its going to be all
inflammatory posts... check out femrasdebate - its a good place people actually have civil debates. You cant
see likes counter and I think thats helps make it less tribal, people are trying to discuss stuff. Plus it needs
more feminists there. I'll be honest with you, feminists on reddit are not used to actually debating issues, as
the Reddits are an echo chamber with mods deleting stuff left, right and centre.

beniesixx98 • 2 points • 17 May, 2020 04:00 AM* 

I actually like this subreddit , because I can discuss in a civil manner and be heard without the loud
feminazis bugging me . And I want to try to restore faith in the good ones like me and show guys that we
support them as well Edit . And besides the ones like me want to actually want to raise awareness to
men's problems as well. Just because I may have dyed hair and say I'm feminist doesn't mean I hate men ,
or want them dead . And tbh I really can't stand those subreddits because if I disagree with them I'm
automatically labeled as a sexist p.o.s and probably get banned .

mellainadiba[S] • 1 point • 17 May, 2020 04:19 AM 

sadly your voice is drowned out by the loud feminists and those in power. If you think thet then your
voice needs lift up as its currently ran by idealgoe brainwashed feminist who have gone mental

Disagree on feminism reddit you will be banned or deleted for "derailing"

The place I was on abour is for MRAs to debate fminisnst is called r/femradebates

beniesixx98 • 1 point • 17 May, 2020 04:21 AM 

OK I'll try it but yea we sadly are.

b1tchyBetty • 2 points • 17 May, 2020 07:45 AM 

If this said the future is white people...everyone would loose their minds. So why is this ok
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